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In the first section, it introduces a methodology to simulate the currents and fields 
during an air discharge ESD into a product by combining a linear description of the 
behavior of the DUT with a non-linear arc resistance equation. The most commonly used 
test standard IEC 61000-4-2 requires using contact mode discharges to metallic surfaces 
and air discharge mode to non-conducting surfaces. In contact mode, an Electrostatic 
Discharge (ESD) generator is a linear system. In air discharge mode, a highly non-linear 
arc is part of the current loop. This paper proposes a method that combines the linear 
ESD generator full wave model and the non-linear arc model to simulate currents and 
fields in air discharge mode. Measurements are presented comparing discharge currents 
and fields for two cases: ESD generator discharges into a ground plane and ESD 
generator discharges into a small product. 
In the second section, it presents a novel time domain convolution based 
methodology to quantify channel performance by calculating difference waveform 
distortion penalty (dWDP). Instead of using frequency based methodology as indicated in 
the SFF-8431 standard, the pulse response can be used in convolution to obtain the 
channel output when a NRZ sequence is transmitted through a channel. However, the 
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1. FULL WAVE SIMULATION OF AN ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE 
GENERATOR DISCHARGING IN AIR DISCHARGE MODE 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Simulating Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) allows predicting the currents and 
fields seen within a DUT during an ESD, thus it helps to predict failure levels [1], [2]. 
The most commonly used test standard IEC 61000-4-2 [3] requires using contact mode 
discharges to metallic surfaces and air discharge mode to non-conducting surfaces. If an 
air discharge is attempted to a non-conducting surface a discharge to a conducting part 
can occur. 
In contact mode the output wave form is proportional to the charge voltage, thus, 
the ESD generator can be analyzed as a linear system in both time and frequency domain 
[4]. Those models differ in the software used, the upper frequency limits, and if a specific 
commercial model of an ESD generator is simulated. However, the numerical modeling 
of an air discharge is more complex due to the highly non-linear behavior of the arc [9]-
[14]. The generator needs to be separated into the linear sections comprising the metallic 
elements, resistors, capacitors, and the non-linear arc. It has been shown that the arc can 
be modeled as a time varying resistor valid for the first 10‟s of nanoseconds [13]. This 
model needs to be integrated into the numerical model. 
Air discharge currents repeat badly. Even if the voltage and speed of approach are 
kept the same, ESD currents will vary strongly from discharge to discharge. The 
variations are due to different arc lengths and not a direct result of corona or speed of 
approach [13]. Reference [12] shows a method to combine the arc model from Rompe 
and Weizel with an equivalent circuit of the discharging object. This methodology is 
expanded in this paper to combine a linear full wave model of the ESD generator and the 
Device Under Test (DUT) with a non-linear arc model. Currents and fields are obtained.  
Section 1.2 introduces the methodology. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 verify the 
methodology by comparison to measured data. Section 1.5 discusses the application and 






In general, different processes are possible for coupling SPICE to a full wave 
solver: Simultaneous solution exchange voltage and current information with a SPICE 
like solver after every time step of the full wave solution [15], [16]. Sequential solutions 
first calculate the S-parameters of the linear section of the circuit and then combine them 
with the nonlinear part of the circuit in SPICE. We use the second method. It allows re-
using the S-parameters to save calculation time if only the arc parameters are changed.  
More in detail, a four step process is used which simulates linear parts in full 
wave and non-linear in SPICE. The arc attaches at two points: At the ESD generator tip 
and at the DUT. These two points are used to define a port. In the first step the impedance 
at this port is calculated. This is the impedance looking into the DUT and a Noiseken 
ESD generator (ESS-2000). The simulation is performed using CST [17]. Both the TD 
(time domain) and FD (frequency domain) solver can be used. Although the impedance 
Z11 is calculated in the full wave model for a given distance (0.7 mm) between the ESD 
generator and the DUT, different distances will influence the result little as long as the 
distance is in the arc length range (0.3 mm to 3.0 mm). The tip to ground capacitance is 
small relative to the distributed capacitance of the rod. This impedance is transformed 
into a form suitable for time domain simulation. Here the commercial software 
Broadband SPICE [21] was used. An order of 28 was selected to generate the circuit. 
SPICE then combines the impedance description from step 1 with an arc model based on 
the law of Rompe and Weizel. This law describes the arc during the first 10‟s of 
nanoseconds as a resistance and has been validated for ESD applications [18], [19]. The 
resulting current is re-imported into CST as the excitation waveform of the current port 
which is placed between the two points that had been previously selected to define the 
impedance port to calculate Z11(as shown in Figure 1.1) to obtain fields and currents 
within the ESD generator and the DUT. The process is summarized in Table 1.1. 
The detailed combination in SPICE is now shown. The Z11 describes the linear 
part of the system. Once the Z11 has been obtained, it needs to be transformed into a 
form suitable for time domain simulation. Software tools like IDEM [20] or Broadband 
SPICE [21] have been used successfully in this research. The sub-circuit created from 
  
3 
Z11 is not unique. Its complexity can be user defined which depends on the 










Figure 1.1.  Definition of the port used for the Z11 calculation.  
 
 
Table 1.1.  Four step process for simulating air discharge ESD.  
Step # Method Description 
1 
Obtain Z11 from the two points at which the arc attaches (looking into ESD 
generator and the DUT) using a full wave model. The DUT‟s inner details are not 
of concern in this step, as one only needs to know the impedance seen by the spark. 
2 
Obtain a time domain simulation suitable description of Z11. The IDEM 
(Identification of Electrical Macromodels) tool [20] and Broadband SPICE [21] 
have been utilized. 
3 
Combine the equivalent sub-circuit with the arc length model in SPICE to simulate 
the time domain discharge current waveform. 
4 
Re-import the discharge current waveform [I(t)] back into the full wave model as a 
port excitation signal and simulate V(t) (for verification against the V(t) obtained 
from SPICE),  E-field(t), and H-field(t) in the full wave simulation. In this step a 
much more detailed model of the DUT can be used.  
  
4 
The arc of an ESD can be modeled by breaking it down into different phases. The 
first phase is the resistive phase. The arc is best modeled by a time varying resistance. In 
the second phase, which is usually reached after a few 10‟s of nanoseconds, the 
impedance of the external circuit is larger than the impedance of the arc. In this case the 
arc often acts more as a constant voltage drop of about 25 V-40 V. The rising edge of the 
ESD is the main contributor to radiated and inductive coupling into DUTs. For that 
reason, we concentrate on the resistive phase and do not model other aspects (e.g., how 
the arc extinguishes). Multiple models describe the resistive phase or arcs [18], [19], [22]. 
In [13], it has been shown that the model of Rompe and Weizel‟s is most suitable for 
ESD simulation as it can correctly describe the effect of the arc length on the rise time 
and peak current. The arc resistance can be calculated by (1) [13]:  
2
0
( ) / (2 ( ) )
t
R t d sqrt a i d       (1) 
where R is the arc resistance (Ω), d is the arc length (m), a is the empirical constant, most 




s and   is the discharge current (A).  
The structure of the SPICE model is shown in Figure 1.2. A step function having 
a rise time of approximately 30 ps was used as the source. The rise time is selected by 
two criteria: If it is too long, then it will influence the current rise time. The current rise 
time should be determined only the arc resistance law and the linear equivalent circuit. 
Further, the rise time cannot be too small, if the pulse contains strong frequency 
components beyond the range in which the impedance is calculated it can lead to 
instabilities in the SPICE simulation. The fast voltage rise starts the arc resistance model. 
The current rise time is not determined by the rise time of the step function, but by the arc 
resistance model. The subcircuit represents Z11. The user provides the voltage and the 
arc length to calculate the discharge currents. The longest possible arc length in a 
homogeneous field is given by the Paschen law [13]. Such arc lengths would occur in air 
discharge for low approach speeds or in humid air conditions. The long arc length leads 
to slow rise times and lower peak values. Longer arc lengths than the length given by 
Paschen‟s equation are possible in strongly non-homogeneous fields, e.g., if the discharge 
is between an ESD generator and a sharp edged metal part or if the discharge is gliding 
on a non-conducting surface. Very short arc lengths occur at high approach speeds and in 
dry air [9], [13], [23], leading to fast rise times and very high peak current values.  
  
5 
In the following this methodology will be first applied to a discharge to a ground 












1.3. CASE 1:  ESD GENERATOR DISCHARGE TO A GROUND PLANE 
1.3.1. Z11 Between the Tip of the ESD Generator and the Ground Plane. The 
structural and discrete elements of the ESD generator are linear with respect to voltage. 
We further assume that the DUT acts linearly. For obtaining the current injected by the 
arc, this does not require that no non-linear effects take place inside the DUT; it only 
requires that the current injected into the DUT is proportional to the charge voltage. For 
example, if an internal ESD protection device would clamp a trace voltage while the ESD 
current is injected into the ground system of the DUT, then this clamping would have 
hardly any effect on the current, thus, the DUT would act as a linear device as seen by the 
ESD generator. However, if secondary breakdown occurs, e.g., a spark within an attached 
2-wire power supply, then this could strongly affect the ESD current, thus the modeling 
approach might lead to wrong results.  
Both time and frequency domain solvers can be used to obtain Z11. We observed 
the frequency domain simulation giving a more reasonable Z11 result and using less 
simulation time. The simulated Z11 for the structure of the ESD generator above a 
ground plane is shown in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 as the dotted line. This result is 
verified by comparison with measurement and an approximate SPICE model of this ESD 
generator [4]. The model contains sufficient detail for achieving a good match to 
measured impedance data, and correctly represents the 110 pF capacitor and 330 Ω 
resistor structure inside the ESD generator at lower frequencies. The calculation takes 
about 15 hours on a PC (CPU 3.20 GHz, 16G RAM).  
ESD generators have long ground straps. It increases the simulation time if the 
full length is included into the simulation domain. As most disturbances are caused by the 
fast changing parts of the currents and fields, one may not need to include the full ground 
strap into the model. The ground strap mainly influences the falling part of the waveform. 
The SPICE model shown in Figure 1.5 includes a 3500 nH inductor to model the ground 
strap. A shorter ground strap will reduce the time between the first and the second peak 
of the discharge waveform.  
The first step obtained the impedance representing an ESD generator discharges 
to a large ground plane. In the next step the impedance is transformed into the time 
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1.3.2. SPICE Simulation for the Discharge Current. Figure 1.6 illustrates the 
effect of the arc length on the current waveform. It shows SPICE simulated discharge 
currents for a 5 kV charge voltage. An arc length of 1.1 mm equals the Paschen length, 
such a discharge current would be expected at high humidity and slow approach speeds. 
A more typical value at moderate approach speeds is 0.7 mm. At this value the rise time 
will be somewhat similar to the rise time of an ESD as given in the IEC 61000-4-2 
standard (about 850 ps). A more extreme case is given by the 0.3 mm arc length 
simulation. Very dry air and high approach speeds might lead to such a discharge. The 
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Figure 1.6. Simulated discharge currents of an ESD generator discharging to a ground 





1.3.3. Re-import of Currents into CST. For obtaining the fields, one needs to 
re-import the discharge current into the full wave model as the excitation waveform. This 
is discussed and validated in the second case example. 
1.3.4. Validation by Measurement Results. The current into the large ground 
plane was measured using an ESD current sensor as described in [3]. In Figure 1.7, the 
SPICE simulated discharge currents are compared to the measured data for different 
approach speeds. Even if the exact approach speed or arc length are not known, it shows 
that the ranges of arc lengths used in the simulation are representative for discharge 
currents obtained in the experiment. A more in-depth comparison based on measured arc 
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Figure 1.7. Comparison of discharge currents discharging to ground plane (cont.).  
 
 
1.4. CASE 2:  ESD GENERATOR DISCHARGE INTO A SMALL PRODUCT 
1.4.1. Z11 Between the Tip of the ESD Generator and the Product. This case 
simulates a discharge into an MP3 player, a small, non-grounded DUT. The whole 
geometry is shown in Figure 1.8. The MP3 player model includes the main blocks of the 
DUT similar to [24]. In brief, the major blocks of the player (metal frame, battery, 
display, PCBs) are modeled as metal blocks connected at locations of connectors and 
frame connection points.  
The DUT is placed on a dielectric sheet above a larger ground plane. This forms a 
capacitor having a capacitance of about 25 pF, leading to a higher value of Z11 at lower 
frequencies. The value for Z11 was obtained as shown in Figure 1.9. The comparison 
between Z11 of the ESD generator and the large ground plane and Z11 of the ESD 
generator with the MP3 player is shown in Figure 1.10. It mainly shows the smaller 
capacitance at lower frequencies; at higher frequencies the impedance of the 25 pF 
  
12 
capacitor formed by the player against the ground plane is lower than the source 
impedance of the ESD generator, thus the impedance in case 2 is similar to the 
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1.4.2. SPICE Simulation for the Discharge Current. The Z11 defined between 
the discharge tip and the MP3 player was transformed into a subcircuit using Broadband 
SPICE. The subcircuit combined with the arc model gave the simulated discharge current 
for different user-defined charging voltage and arc length. The simulated discharge 
current at the 5 kV charge voltage with different arc lengths is shown in Figure 1.11. 
 
 















1.1 mm arc length
0.7 mm arc length
0.3 mm arc length
 
Figure 1.11. Simulated discharge current of the ESD generator discharging into the MP3 
in the air discharge mode at a 5 kV charge voltage.  
 
 
The obtained peak values and rise times are tabulated in Table 1.2. The arc length 





Table 1.2. Comparison of arc length effect.  
Arc Length peak value (A) rise time (ps) max di/dt (A/ns) 
0.3 mm 21.7 200 105.19 
0.7 mm 12.4 780 16.617 
1.1 mm 8.1 2260 4.5170 
 
 
1.4.3. Re-import of Currents into CST. To obtain transient fields the current 
waveform obtained from the SPICE simulation is re-imported into CST as the excitation 
waveform. The current source port is placed between the two points that had been 
previously selected to define the impedance port to calculate Z11. One check is 
worthwhile: If the Z11 representation used in SPICE would perfectly match the Z11 from 
the frequency domain full wave simulation then the port voltage obtained during the full 
wave simulation using the re-imported current would match the port voltage (=voltage 
across the arc) in the SPICE simulation. 
For Case II, the SPICE simulated current was imported back to the CST model as 
the current source.  The comparison of the port voltage in the SPICE model and the port 
voltage in the CST model in Figure 1.12 shows a good match. 
The simulation using the re-imported current allows simulating the fields within 
and around the MP3 player by placing appropriate monitor probes. If these probes are 
placed close to the metallic surfaces of the MP3 player, then they represent the surface 
current densities and the displacement current densities which can be used to estimate the 
coupling into bond wires of an IC, traces, and flex cables for predicting ESD upset 





























port voltage in SPIEC model
port voltage in CST model
 
Figure 1.12. Comparison of the port voltage in the SPICE and the CST model of Case I.  
 
 
1.4.4. Validation by Measurement Results. The current was injected into the 
small product and the magnetic field was measured. To capture the current injected into 
the MP3 player, an F-65 (1 MHz – 1 GHz) current probe was used as shown in 
Figure 1.13. The magnetic field was measured using a small shielded loop and a 
Tektronix 7404 (4 GHz BW, 20 GS/s) oscilloscope. 
At 5 kV charge voltage, a NoiseKen ESD generator was discharged into the 
player. The player was placed above a large GND plane with a dielectric sheet between 







Figure 1.13. Measurement setup. The F-65 current clamp was placed around the 








The relationship between approach speed, humidity, and arc length is not of 
deterministic nature, but given by the influence of the humidity on the statistical time lag 
[13]. Thus, on average one will observe shorter arc lengths with increasing approach 
speeds for a given charge voltage. For achieving short arc length discharges without 
reducing the humidity, the surface had been cleaned using alcohol and fast approach 
speeds have been used, longer arc lengths are achieved by slow approach speeds. Shown 
are examples of the captured waveforms for different approach speeds. 
1.4.4.1 Measured discharge current. The current clamp‟s frequency response 
falls off above 1 GHz bandwidth, thus the fastest rise time of a step response signal 
would be approximately 300 ps. Figure 1.15 shows measured discharge currents for 
different approach speeds. 
 
 



























The simulation results are compared to the measured results for verification. The 
fast rise time result is shown in Figure 1.16. The simulated discharge current for a 
0.3 mm arc length and 5 kV charging voltage gives a discharge current with a rise time of 
about 200 ps  and a peak value of 21 A. The measured discharge current has a rise time of 
about 300 ps and a peak magnitude of about 22 A. The difference can be explained by the 
limited bandwidth of the F-65 clamp. Due to the difficulty in measuring arc length we 
can only approximately compare measured and simulated results. Nevertheless, the 
comparison shows that the simulated and measured data are within the same ranges. 
In Figure 1.17 and Figure 1.18, the comparison of simulation discharge current 
for 0.7 mm and 1.1 mm arc length is shown. They match well with the measured results. 
 
 



















0.3 mm arc length, simulation
Fast approach spped, measurement
 
Figure 1.16. Simulated discharge current for a 0.3 mm arc length and measured current 




























0.7 mm arc length, 
simulation
Medium approach speed, 
meaurement
 
Figure 1.17. The comparison of simulated discharge current for a 0.7 mm arc length and 




In measurement, several approaches are measured to choose a best match, since a 
better way to exactly control the arc length is not developed. In one of the references, a 
arc length measurement method was developed by Dr. Pommerenke.  In Figure 1.18, the 
measured discharge current 1.1 mm arc length doesn't have the peak as shown in the 
simulation discharge current, this may be caused by the air environment condition, such 





























1.1 mm arc length, 
simulation
 
Figure 1.18. Simulated discharge current for a 1.1 mm arc length and measured current 
for a slow approach speed.  
 
 
1.4.4.2 Measured magnetic field. This is to confirm the last step of the process: 
Injecting the SPICE simulated current back into the full wave simulation for obtaining 
fields. A shielded loop was placed 5 cm away from the product (Figure 1.14). A 
deconvolution was performed to obtain the field strength from the captured voltage at the 
probe output. The deconvolution is mainly an integration process, having two deviations 
from the ideal integration. At lower frequencies high pass filtering is performed to avoid 
the accumulation of the oscilloscope‟s small but relevant DC offset during the 
integration. Second, at higher frequencies the self-inductance of the probe in conjunction 
with the 50 Ω load, leads to a self-integration thus no external integration is needed above 
3 GHz. The resulting magnetic fields are shown in Figure 1.19. The data match well. The 
measured rise time is about 250 ps. Using the SPICE model one can estimate the arc 
length from the rise time. Repeated simulations indicate an arc length of about 0.4 mm. 
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The Paschen length for 5 kV is about 1.1 mm at sea level air pressure. Thus, the 
combination of the speed of approach and the statistical time lag reduced the arc length in 
this measurement to 35% of the Paschen value, leading to a very fast rising ESD current. 
 































H-field monitored in CST
 






The methodology allows predicting the currents and fields in and around a 
product. There are three types of limitations in the methodology. 
The most obvious one results from the limited ability of simulating details in the 
product and within the ESD generator. As with every simulation, the number of 
unknowns and the ratio of the smallest to the largest detail will limit the size of the 
model. The methodology allows circumventing this at least partially, especially for small 
products. If the product is small, then the fields inside the product will be dominated by 
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the fields caused from the injected current and not by fields directly coupling from the 
body of the ESD generator. Those fields would especially be significant in the contact 
mode in which the field components that are greater than 1 GHz are often caused by the 
rapid voltage breakdown in the gas filled relay that initiates the discharge. As this 
analysis is for an air discharge, one will find the strongest high frequency components 
directly at the arc, as with further distance from the arc high frequency components will 
be attenuated by both frequency dependent loss and radiation. If the fields are dominated 
by the injected current, then one can use a relatively simple model of the product just to 
determine the current, but in the last step, in which the current is re-injected into the 
product, a more complex model of the product can be used, but a very simple model of 
the ESD generator (and a forced current). 
The second limitation results from the need for providing the arc length for the arc 
resistance calculation. Although possible, arc length measurements are difficult to 
implement. In a simulation we suggest the following approach. At first, an arc length 
should be selected that leads to an air discharge current that is similar to the contact mode 
discharge current, as specified in the IEC 61000-4-2 standard. For 5 kV this is about 
0.8 mm arc length. Values for other voltages can be found in [13]. As a very slow rising 
current the Paschen value can be selected, leading to discharges of lower severity and as 
extremely fast rising current a value of about 30 % of the Paschen length is suggested. 
This value is based on experimental evidence. In measurements that captured the arc 
length [13] we found it possible even under very dry air and clean surface conditions to 
obtain arc lengths of less than 30 % of the Paschen value. 
The third limitation is related to stability of the time domain SPICE simulation. In 
this simulation a very rapid change of resistance is combined with a SPICE impedance 
model created from full wave simulation. If instabilities occur, one should inspect the 
SPICE model for passivity and causality, in addition one can simulate the discharge using 
longer arc lengths first, as these show a slower change of the arc resistance. 
The main application of this model lies in the simulation of ESD to products. For 
example, it is known that the arc length tends to be small for fast approach speeds in dry 
air. The short arc length leads to fast rise times and high peak values. Using this model, 
one can quantify the fields inside a product for different arc lengths. Further applications 
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are the simulation of grounding conditions of products on the arc, and thus the current. 
Further, the model can be extended to the case of secondary breakdown, e.g., an ESD 
occurs to an ungrounded metal part leading to a second discharge from this ungrounded 
part to the main part of the DUT. 
 
1.6. CONCLUSION 
The article proposes a method for simulating an ESD generator discharging in air 
discharge mode into a product.  The linear and the non-linear part of the problem are 
separated to simulate the linear part in a full wave solution and the non-linear arc in 
SPICE. The SPICE results are re-imported into the full wave problem as the excitation. 
This allows the fields inside a product during an air discharge to be obtained. The method 





2. CHANNEL PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION UTILIZING NOVEL TIME 
DOMAIN CONVOLUTION METHOD 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Passive direct attach copper cables are certificated with a pair of Module 
Compliance Boards (MCB). The specifications for SFP+ passive cable assemblies, 
including Voltage Modulation Amplitude (VMA), VMA Loss (L), VMA Loss to 
Crosstalk Ratio (VCR), Output AC Common Mode Voltage (Vcm), and difference 
Waveform Distortion Penalty (dWDP), etc, may be derived using frequency based 
methodologies that yield equivalent results e.g., utilizing frequency dependent crosstalk 
and insertion loss transfer function. However, a novel time domain based method can be 
applied to get the parameters in a more effective way.  
Waveform distortion penalty (WDP), originally used to quantify the performance 
of an optical transmitter (TWDP), is defined as the difference (in dB) between a reference 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the equivalent SNR at the slicer input of a reference 
decision feedback equalizer (DFE) receiver for the measured waveform after propagation 
through a simulated fiber channel [25], [26]. This concept is now developed in the SFP+ 
passive copper cable specifications to dWDP, the difference between WDPo and WDPi 
[27].  
The measurement of dWDP requires a compliance signal generator with 
adjustable pre-emphasis, rise and fall times, and an oscilloscope that is able to capture the 
pattern waveform of PRBS9 according to the standard. A frequency domain approach to 
dWDP eliminates the demand of the high cost compliance signal generator, by measuring 
the S-parameters of the cable under test using a vector network analyzer (VNA) which is 
commonly equipped in universities and companies. In the frequency domain approach, 
the S-parameters, combined with an emulated input signal having a specified data pattern, 
generates the time-domain output waveform of the channel under test through a link path 
analysis [28]. The time-domain input waveform is first generated with a specified data 
pattern (PRBS9 is used in dWDP calculation). Parameters, including bit rate, rise/fall 
time, high/low voltage levels, number of samples per bit, number of repetitions of the bit 
pattern, etc., of this input waveform can be defined and adjusted, and then the time-
domain input waveform is transformed into the frequency domain through the Fast 
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Fourier Transform (FFT). Another input needed for the link path analysis is the 
frequency-domain S-parameters data of the channel under test. The S-parameters need to 
be extrapolated to DC and interpolated at a preferred frequency sampling rate, to ensure 
an accurate and meaningful inverse Fourier Transform later on. After the necessary 
preprocessing, the frequency-domain S-parameter data are multiplied with the frequency-
domain input, resulting in the frequency domain output of the channel under test. Inverse 
Fourier Transform is then employed and the time domain output waveform of the channel 
under test is obtained [29]. This time domain output waveform is then used to calculate 
dWDP. 
One disadvantage of this frequency domain approach is the increasing memory 
consumption when the data sequence becomes longer. Since the whole length of 
sequence must be performed FFT at one time, there are limitations of the sequence length 
based on different simulation tools. A time domain convolution method can be used to 
overcome this. From the pulse response theory, as shown in Figure 2.1, the two symbols 
representing a digital „0‟ and „1‟ are time shifted and superimposed to give a resulting 
signal. All possible ISI combinations are generated and their resulting amplitudes can be 
observed [30], [31]. The time domain convolution method does not require to manipulate 
all bits of the input waveform at one time and therefore can generate super long data 
sequence,  also, the time domain method does not need to generate the input waveform, 
but only need the transition information known as the „0‟s and „1‟s, which can further 
save memory usage. However, this bit-by-bit convolution method will be really time-
consuming. A novel convolution method using a step response instead of the pulse 
response is proposed in this thesis. 
Another parameter in SFP+ passive copper cable certification is the Near End 
Crosstalk (NEXT), which is the RMS voltage measured by a free running (not triggered) 
oscilloscope in a bandwidth of 12 GHz. The test pattern for NEXT is PRBS31, which is 
very hard for a frequency domain based link path analysis because of the memory and 
time usage. PRBS9 can be used for an approximation of NEXT. A novel method based 
on the statistic theory using pulse response from the crosstalk transfer function is 
proposed in this thesis.  
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Vcm can be derived in the same way as NEXT, but using SDC21 instead of 
SDD21. And Vcm calculation should count the common mode voltage from both the 
insertion loss and crosstalk transfer functions.  
Section 2.2 illustrates the novel time domain methods using measured S-
parameters; Section 2.3 shows the novel method using TDR measured step responses.  
Section 2.4 validates the novel method by measurement, Section 2.5 gives the conclusion, 
and Section 2.6 shows a MATLAB based tool with GUI for the cable certification 
calculation.  
 





























Figure 2.1. Building a signal using pulse response.  
 
 
2.2. TIME DOMAIN METHODOLOGY USING S-PARAMETERS 
All SFP+ passive cable assembly specifications can be derived using time domain 
method effectively. The proposed method in this section generates step response or 
impulse response using measured S-parameters, and then applies convolution or statistics.  
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2.2.1. dWDP. dWDP is calculated by subtracting WDPi from WDPo.  
2.2.1.1 Using step response. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, an NRZ waveform can 
be obtained by convolution of the channel PULSE response with data pattern. The bit-by-
bit pulse response convolution method requires as many convolving as the data sequence 
length. The novel method using step response only considers the rising edges and the 
falling edges. The new method says whenever there is a transition (from „0‟ to „1‟ or 
from „1‟ to „0‟), a step response is convoluted to the transition location, and therefore, the 
convolving numbers are significantly reduced. Take PRBS9 signal for example, the total 
transition numbers is 256 while the total bits is 511, so the simulation time can be cut into 
half. Figure 2.2 shows the same signal built from the step response compared to pulse 
response in Figure 2.1. 
 
 


































Another more important characteristic of the NRZ sequence is that a „0‟ to „1‟ 
transition is always in pairs with a „1‟ to „0‟ transition. As long as the step response goes 
to steady state, the steady parts of the „rising‟ step response and the „falling‟ step 
response will cancel out and therefore no need to calculate. The simulation time will be 
further reduced.  
2.2.1.2 Get causal step response from S-parameters. There are two methods to 
get a step response. One is from the measured or simulated S-parameters, while another is 
directly from the TDR measurement. 
Multiple useful references are talking about how to get a casual and passive 
impulse response from the band limited S-parameters [32]-[49]. Basically, the band 
limited S-parameters were properly extrapolated to DC and the Nyquist frequency, and 
then forced delay causality to get the causal impulse response. The impulse response is 
then convolved with an ideal step waveform with specific rise time (in dWDP 
calculation, the rise time is set to 34 ps based on SFF-8431 standard) to get the step 
response. The flowchart of this process is shown in Figure 2.3.  
Multiple methods can extrapolate SDD21 response to DC [32]-[37]. A commonly 
used simple method is the standard linear/spline extrapolation. That the DC value for the 
phase or imaginary part of the frequency response is zero makes the linear/spline 
extrapolation easier. A guess of the magnitude or real value at DC also helps. Usually a 
value of “one” is used for a S21 transfer function.  
A better method is to use K-K relationship calculate the real (imaginary) part of 
the frequency response after the imaginary (real) part was extrapolated [36]. This method 
enforces the causality on the extrapolated part, but it is based on an assumption that the 
real (or imaginary, whatever the one used for input of the causality enforcement) is 
correct, which is not guaranteed by the linear/spline extrapolation.  Another method uses 
an iteration process to refine the extrapolated real and imaginary part based on the K-K 
relationship, but this method cannot ensure the convergence during the iteration.  
A more popular method is the vector fitting algorithm [37]. By finding out the 
poles and residues of the system, the DC and low frequency response can be extended 
naturally by the rational polynomial approximation. A comparison between the linear 
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extrapolation and vector fitting extrapolation method is shown in Figure 2.4 and 




Properly Extrapolate SDD21 
to DC
Extract Group Delay by 
Magnitude/Phase Hilbert 
Transform
Remove delay from Original 
SDD21
Extrapolate new SDD21 to 
Nyquist Frequency
Enforce Causality on the 
SDD21 above 
IFFT on the above SDD21
Zero Padding At the 
Beginning of the Impulse 
Response
 







Figure 2.4. Comparison of raw data and linear extrapolated data.  
 
  
Figure 2.5. Comparison of raw data and vector fitting data.  
 
 
After the SDD21 was extrapolated to DC, the group delay of the SDD21 was 
extracted. This task can be accomplished in several ways, using either time-frequency 
decompositions 0, [39], [40], Hilbert transform [41], [42], [43], vector fitting [44], or 
DEPACT method [45]. The Hilbert transform method has been adopted because of its 
simplicity.  
The transfer function SDD21 does not exhibit minimum phase. This is because of 
the delay embedded in the transfer function. Let Td be the delay between the two ports of 
the system. Then SDD21 can be written as  
21( ) 21'( ) j TdS j S j e         (1) 
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According to linear system theory [46] any stable system function can be 
represented as a product of a minimum phase function and an all-pass function, where an 
all-pass function is one whose magnitude is unity over the entire frequency range. 
Therefore,  
min21( ) 21 ( ) 21 ( )APS j S j S j       (2) 
Comparing (1) and (2) noting that j Tde  has unity magnitude, it can be seen that if 
21( )S   is separated into a product of a minimum phase function and an all-pass 
function, the all-pass function will represent the delay between the two ports. This 
separation can be performed using the Hilbert transform.  
The Hilbert transform relates the magnitude and phase of a minimum phase 
function min ( )H j through the equation 
min min
1
arg[ ( )] ln(| ( ) |)cot( )
2 2







     (3) 
where P is the Cauthy Principle value. Since an all-pass function was unity magnitude, 
the magnitude response of the minimum phase function min21 ( )S  in Eqn(2) is the same 
as that of 21( )S  . Therefore the port-to-port delay Td embedded in the transfer function 
21( )S   can be determined as follows 
min21 ( ) 21 ( )APS j S j       (4) 
min
1
arg[ 21 ( )] ln(| 21( ) |)cot( )
2 2



















      (6) 
arg( 21 ( ))APS jTd


       (7) 
The delay extracted above was then removed from the SDD21 response to apply 
delay causality. The delay causal condition for impulse response h(t) is h(t)=0 when t<td, 
where td is the delay time. It is equivalent to consider h(t+td)=0 when t<0. The spectrum 
of h(t+td), Hd(ω), can be obtained from the spectrum of h(t), H(ω), by subtracting the 
delay phase 
( ) exp( )* ( )dHd j j t H j       (8) 
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To enforce delay causality, first, extrapolate Hd(ω) to Nyquist frequency, then 
enforce causality so that Hd(ω) is causal with respect to t=0. After the causal h(t+td) is 
computed from Hd(ω), h(t) is obtained by shifting h(t+td) in time axis by td. The 
resulting h(t) is then causal with respect to delay [49]. The impulse responses with and 
without forcing delay causality are compared in Figure 2.6. It can be seen that the key for 
delay causality is the optimal estimation of the time delay.  
 
 







































Figure 2.6. Impulse response obtained after forcing delay causality and without forcing 





The delay-removed SDD21 was then extrapolated to Nyquist frequency based on 
Sampling Theorem. In [49] a polynomial function up to 4
th
 order was used to extend the 
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cut-off frequency to Nyquist frequency continuously. However, in the case shown here, 
the Nyquist frequency is too far away from the cut-off frequency, and therefore the 
quadric extrapolation cannot reveal the nature of the insertion loss transfer function 
SDD21.  
Two extrapolation methods can be applied here. One is so called cosine 
extrapolation, which extrapolates the delay-removed real(SDD21) using an exponentially 
attenuated cosine wave. Figure 2.7 illustrates this method. The period of this cosine 
waveform is the average distance between the zero-crossing points of imag(SDD21). And 
the attenuation factor is chosen by intuition or can be obtained by curve fitting the 





Figure 2.7. Find zero-crossing points and extrapolate the real(sdd21) to Nyquist 





Another extrapolation method is the so-called constant extrapolation, which 
extrapolates the delay-forced real(SDD21) using a constant value 0 as shown in 
Figure 2.8. Since the extrapolated SDD21 will be forced causality by Hilbert transform 









 A comparison of the influences on impulse response waveform from the two 
extrapolation methods is shown in Figure 2.9. These two methods give similar results, 














































After the extrapolation, causality was enforced on the extrapolated SDD21. A 
frequency response is causal when it comply the dispersion relations. One equation of the 
dispersion relations in terms of the real and imaginary part of the frequency response is 
the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations or Hilbert transform and hold if and only if the 


























     (10) 
 
The main limitation of standard Kramers-Kronig relations is their sensitivity to 
the high frequency data, which are not available in practice. The use of a generalized 
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formulation of dispersion relations named dispersion relations with subtractions has been 
proposed [50]-[54]to enforce causality using the band-limited tabulated frequency 
response with an accurate estimation of the error bound due to truncation error and 
discretization error.  
In our approach, both MATLAB hilbert.m routine and the generalized dispersion 
relations method are considered. By applying real/imaginary Hilbert transform MATLAB 
routine on the real part of the delay-removed extrapolated SDD21, the original SDD21 is 
shown in Figure 2.10 and the final sound causal SDD21 is shown in Figure 2.11.  
The causal SDD21 was applied IFFT to get an impulse response h(t) . The delay 
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Figure 2.11. Comparison between the delay-forced SDD21 and the final causal SDD21.  
 





































Then the h(t) was convolved with an ideal step waveform to get a causal step 
response as shown in Figure 2.13.  

































The Ideal Step Waveform  
with 34 ps Rise Time     
 




2.2.1.3 Shift and add step response. To calculate dWDP, the transition location 
of the PRBS9 pattern was found, and then the step response was superimposed to get the 
signal output waveform as shown in Figure 2.2. 
A set of passive SFP+ copper cable was used to test both the frequency domain 
and time domain approach. In Figure 2.14, the waveform shown in red is generated by 
the frequency domain approach. The PRBS9 input waveform shown in blue is taken FFT 
and multiplied with the interpolated measured SDD21, and then an IFFT gives out the 
final waveform. The black dash curve is the result of the novel time domain method 
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proposed here. These two methods can give very close waveforms and dWDP values. A 
comparison of the two methods is shown in Table 2.1.  
 
 







































Table 2.1. Comparison of dWDP from different methods.  
Method dWDP value Time Used 
FD Approach 4.2048 0.66 s 






The two methods give close results, but the time domain approach only uses half 
the time. Although the dWDP calculation does not require longer sequence but PRBS9, 
an interesting test was performed to show the time and memory efficiency of the time 
domain method. The same S-parameters were used for both FD approach and TD 
approach, data patterns up to PRBS15 was used. All calculations were run in MATLAB 
7.8.0 (R2009a) on a laptop with a 2.0 GHz processor, 2.0 GB memory, and Windows 7 
operating system. The results are compared below in Table 2.2. 
 
 
Table 2.2. Comparison of FD & TD time consumption.  
Signal Pattern 
Methods Used 
FD Method Novel Convolution Method 
PRBS-9 0.66 s 0.34 s 
PRBS-11 3.44 s 1.69 s 
PRBS-13 74.8 s 7.20 s 




As the data sequence becomes longer, the FD method uses much longer time than 
the novel TD method.   
 
2.2.2. NEXT. The Near End Crosstalk (NEXT) is defined as the RMS voltage 
measured by a free running oscilloscope in a bandwidth of 12 GHz when a PRBS31 
NEXT source is injected. The PRBS9 waveform can be used in the FD method to 
approximate the NEXT voltage. Also a statistical analysis is available to estimate the 
NEXT using the time domain pulse response.  
2.2.2.1 Statistical estimation using pulse response.  The Pseudo-Random-
Binary-Sequence (PRBS) signal is generated factitiously for simulating a naturally 
random sequence which has 50% probability of „1‟ bits and 50% probability of „0‟ bits. 
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The NEXT waveform can be considered as a pulse response shifted by one bit each time 
and superimposed according to the PRBS31 transitions.  
In the case that a total of m samples {
1x , 2x , …, mx }, the RMS value (NEXT) is 
calculated by  
2 2 2
1 2 ...NEXT , *mrms
x x x
x m n L
m
  
      (11) 
where L is the number of bits in a sequence, and n is the samples per bit. Here L is 2^31-
1, and n we consider it as 32 samples/bit.  
Similar with the statistical eye analysis, the total m samples are overlapped within 
one UI. Therefore the total m samples are divided into n groups. The samples within each 
group have a distribution depending on the location of the groups, as shown in Figure 
2.15.  
 
Apply Central Limit Theorem 
on each groups of samples
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1 1 1 1 2 1 ( 1)
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 denotes the random variable  in Eqn 11. 
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i i
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   
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   
    
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    
   (13) 
 
Within each group, for example, in the 1
st
 group, all the random 
variables 1 1 1 2 1 ( 1), , ,...,n n L nX X X X     satisfy:  
a. Sufficiently large number of random variables, i.e., in total L samples.    
b. Identical distribution, i.e., at the same location of the eye diagram.  
c. Weak dependence, i.e., only samples from adjacent bits influence each 
other.  
The Central Limit Theorem [55] can be applied on each group of samples, and the 
random variables
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The expectation and variance of random variables 
1 2, ,..., nS S S can then be 
obtained.  
2
1 1 1 1
2
2 2 2 2
2
E( ) E( ),  var( ) [var( )] / 1
E( ) E( ),  var( ) [var( )] / 1
...
E( ) E( ),  var( ) [var( )] / 1n n n n
S X S X L
S X S X L
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Define a new random variable 
nS as the average of 1 2, ,..., nS S S , which also 
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The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality ( , ) var( ) var( )i j i jCov S S S S  [56] and 
Eqn (15) were used above to get the upper bound for var( )nS .  
Since 2NEXTnS  , var(NEXT)=var( )nS can be also considered as a value 










nS      (17) 
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Now the only task left is to calculate E( )iX , which can be derived from 
probability analysis. Random variable
iX denotes the square of the random variable ix . 
As shown in Figure 2.16, the random variable 
ix is the superimposition of point A, B, C, 
D … 
Define the pulse response as r(n), and ,i jR means the random variable have the 
distribution of 50% r(i+(j-1)*n) and 50% of –r(i+(j-1)*n), where the n means the samples 
per bit of the pulse response r(n), “i” means the samples group index, and “j” means the 
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where, M means the total bit number of the pulse response. *i j nR  and *i k nR  are 
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This equation only requires the pulse response to estimate the NEXT. And it holds 
when L is sufficiently large, and M is long enough for the pulse response to vanish.  In 
this case, L is 2^31-1 and is large enough to ignore the effect of variance effect. This is a 
very useful estimation equation for real cable measurement. All information needed is a 
pulse response of the NEXT. The pulse response can be obtained by shifting the step 
response by one bit and subtracting itself. Therefore a reasonable step response that 

































Figure 2.16. Illustration of pulse response shifting and superimposition.  
 
 
2.2.2.2 Get reasonable pulse response. The pulse response can be obtained by 
shifting the step response by one bit and subtracting itself. Therefore a reasonable step 
response that represents the NEXT transfer function is of great importance in estimating 
the correct NEXT value. The NEXT step response can be measured by a TDR 
instrument, or a similar process in dWDP calculation works as well. The NEXT transfer 
function SDD21 is processed like in 2.2.1.2, only except the extrapolation of S-
parameters is more complicated and no delay is forced, since we consider it as “Near 
End”. 
The raw SDD21 is shown in Figure 2.17. The quadratic extrapolation fails 
because the Nyquist frequency is too far away from the cut-off frequency. The constant 0 
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extrapolation is not suitable either since the high frequency components of NEXT 
SDD21does not diminish like the insertion loss transfer function. The method chosen 
here is to use a constant value to approximate the mean power of S-parameters beyond 

































There is a little tricky in extrapolating the NEXT S-parameters. Since there is no 
clear trend how the SDD21 of NEXT is, unlike the SDD21 of cable transferring, the 
estimation of higher frequency component becomes a guess. Usually a manipulation is 
just small constant value estimation for ignore the high frequency component.  
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The 1e-3 Constant Extrapolated
Causal SDD21: Mag
Original SDD21: Mag





























A pulse response obtained after constant extrapolation of 1e-3 is shown in Figure 
2.19. The NEXT value is 1.2639 mV from TD method and 1.2719 mV from FD PRBS9 
approximation as shown in Table 2.5 of Section 2.4.2. The results are reasonable since 
the high frequency components of SDD21 are underestimated in TD method.  
In real measurement, the NEXT is easily changed by the noise level. In the 
standard, the NEXT is defined as the RMS voltage measured by a free running 
oscilloscope in a bandwidth of 12 GHz when a PRBS31 NEXT source is injected. In this 
case, if the noise model is considered as a Gaussian white noise one, the mean value of 



































2.2.2.3 Verification by statistical numerical simulation. Having the same 
thoughts as in 2.2.2.1, the pulse response is shifted by one UI and superimposed. 
However we do not using the Central Limit Theorem approximation, but apply a random 
(-1,1) sequence to our pulse response, and got all the possible voltage values based on 
this random sequence, then the NEXT can be calculated by the root mean square of all 
possible voltage values.  
Below are the steps for statistical numerical simulation.  
1. Generate random sequence of -1 and 1, by a MATLAB code:  
Sequence = (randi(2,[I,BLen])-1.5)*2; 
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where, BLen is the random sequence length. According to the NEXT definition, 
BLen should be 2^31-1. But, MATLAB has a length limitation of about 2^27. 
Actually in this numerical simulation, usually 2^15 is good enough. 
2. Shift ONE sample and Get All combinations as shown in Figure 2.20.  








3. Get all possible values 
The method getting all possible combinations is shown in Figure 2.21.  
4. RMS the values 
Then just get the rms value of all the Voltages in the results.  






Figure 2.21. Illustration of how to get all possible combinations.  
 
 
The results are compared below in Table 2.3, which verifies the derivation in 
2.2.2.1 is correct.  
 
 























2.2.3. Vcm.  The common mode voltage at any time is the average of signal+ and 
signal- at that time. The RMS AC common mode voltage (Vcm) can be calculated using 
the same method as NEXT, only except the Vcm sources include both crosstalk and 
insertion loss transfer function, and SDC21 is processed here instead of SDD21.  
2.2.4. L and VCR. VMA Loss (L) is defined as:  





where VMAi and VMAo is an output parameter of the WDP code in SFF-8431 Appendix 
G.  
VMA/2 to crosstalk ratio (VCR) can be calculated as:  
min
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2.2.5. SDDxx and SCCxx. If using S-parameters, the SDDxx and SCCxx are 
directly measured by VNA.  
The SDDxx mask is given by equation:  
SDDxx(dB)= -12 + 2 × SQRT(f), with f in GHz, and 0.01<f<4.1.  
SDDxx(dB)= -6.3 + 13 × log10(f/5.5), with f in GHz, and 4.1<f<11.1.  
The SCCxx mask is given by equation:  
SCCxx(dB) < -7 + 1.6 ×f, with f in GHz, and 0.01<f<2.5.  






2.3. TIME DOMAIN METHODOLOGY USING TDT MEASUREMENT 
From the discussion in Section 2.2, the essence of the novel time domain 
methodology is to get a causal, reasonable, and correct step response. The step response 
can be directly measured by the TDR instrument. 
2.3.1. dWDP. dWDP is calculated by subtracting WDPi from WDPo.  
2.3.1.1 Measure the step response by TDR instrument. Figure 2.22 shows the 
measured differential step response of a set of passive SFP+ copper cable assembly and 
the differential open calibration reference. 
 
 































using a 4-port TDR
Measured TDD11
of an Open Reference
Measured Cable Delay 
 
Figure 2.22. Measured TDD21 and cable delay.  
 
 
When measuring the differential step response, several aspects influence the final 
dWDP results.  
 De-skew of differential TDR signal is needed.  
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 Adequate average should be used to increase SNR of the step response.  
 The number of samples per bit plays a role in dWDP calculation [29]; 
therefore adequate resolution is preferred even this may lead into longer 
record length.  
 The rise/fall time is also important, a target 20~80% rising edge of 34 ps is 
required according to the SFF-8431 standard. So a rise time filter should 
be used if the TDR rise time is less than 34 ps.  
 Another parameter is the time span of the TDT waveform. Usually a span 
long enough is chosen to ensure the step response goes to a steady state; 
however a too long time span is useless but only introduces extra noise 
since there is little information in a steady state. In some cases, the 
channel under test is AC coupling, which means there is no steady state. 
Therefore, a proper span chose is even more important.  
 
2.3.1.2 Shift and add step response. The measured TDD21 step response 
waveform was shifted and added together to generate the PRBS9 output waveform. And 
an auto-correlation adjustment on the waveform was applied for better alignment with the 
input PRBS9 signal. An output waveform from the measured TDD21 step response is 
shown in Figure 2.23.  
2.3.1.3 Take the optimized TDR/TDT measurement. Several TDT step 
response measurements with different time span were taken for comparing the effect of 
different span on dWDP calculation. For better comparison, other parameters are set as: 
 The differential TDR signal is de-skewed.  
 Average is set to 1000 times.  
 The resolution is set to 2 ps constant, and 32 samples/bit is used for 
interpolation in dWDP calculation.  
 The rise time is set to approximately 34 ps.  
 TDR: Tektronix DSA8200 


































Novel Convolution Method Using S-Parameters
Novel Convolution Method Using TDT Measured TDD21
 




2.3.2. NEXT. The Near End Crosstalk (NEXT) is defined as the RMS voltage 
measured by a free running oscilloscope in a bandwidth of 12 GHz when a PRBS31 
NEXT source is injected.  
2.3.2.1 Measure the step response by TDR instrument. Figure 2.24 shows the 
measured differential NEXT step response of a set of passive SFP+ copper cable 
assembly. 1000 times average was used to increase the SNR.  
2.3.2.2 Apply statistical estimation using pulse response. The pulse response 
was obtained from measured NEXT step response, and the statistical estimation was 
applied on the pulse response. The TDR 20~80% rise time is about 12 ps, and the 
differential TDR source amplitude is about 0.5 V. Taking these into account, comparison 
























2.3.3. Vcm. The similar TDR measurement like NEXT is used here for measuring 
Vcm. 
2.3.4. L and VCR. The procedure is the same as Section 2.2.4. 
2.3.5. SDDxx and SCCxx. The extraction of S-parameters from transient 
response has been developed over years. The most success method may be the 
Generalized Pencil-Of-Function Method (GPOF) [57]-[60]. The extraction of SDDxx and 





2.4. VALIDATION OF NOVEL TIME DOMAIN METHODOLOGY  
Using the same set of cable assembly, measurements based on SFF-8431 
Appendix E were taken for validating the novel time domain methodology.  
The cable set here is Gore, 3 meters long.  
2.4.1. dWDP. A measurement based on the SFF-8431 standard [27] was 
performed to validate the proposed method. A host compliance board (HCB) is used to 
measure WDPi. The WDPi should be adjusted to a target value of 2.4 dB by changing the 
pre-emphasis taps of the compliance signal generator. The cable was then connected to 
the compliance signal generator and an oscilloscope via two MCBs. The cable output 
waveform was recorded to get WDPo, and then dWDP is calculated by subtracting WDPi 
from WDPo. 
Different pre-emphasis taps combinations were tried to calculate dWDP.  It shows 
that all combinations give a similar dWDP although the WDPi‟s and WDPo‟s may be 
quite different. This means the proposed method can be used without pre-emphasis. The 
measurement results comparison of different pre-emphasis combinations is shown in 
Table 2.4.  
 
 
Table 2.4. Comparison of dWDP measurement results from different pre-emphasis.  
 WDPi WDPo dWDP 
#1 1.7244 5.7004 3.9760 
#2 1.9634 5.9612 3.9978 
#3 (As in Standard) 2.3969 6.3911 3.9942 
#4 2.5661 6.5817 4.0156 
#5 2.9993 6.9515 3.9522 





2.4.2. NEXT. The NEXT measurement is performed using BERT Scope for 
NEXT source and Agilent DCA-J 86100C to observe. The crosstalk source Vp-p is set to 









The measured NEXT value is scaled by Vpp=1000 mV and the value is shown in 
Table 2.5 as 0.9218/0.7 = 1.3168 mV, which means the novel time domain method, can 







Table 2.5. Comparison of NEXT evaluation from three methods.  
Condition: Vpp=1V 12 ps  34 ps 
FD Method PRBS9 Approximation 1.9362 mV 1.2719 mV 
TD Method Using S-Para 3.8577/2 = 1.9289 mV 2.5278/2 = 1.2639 mV 
TDT Measurement 1.8972*2/2 = 1.8972 mV --- 






Figure 2.26. Measured NEXT RMS value is 0.9218 mV.  
 
 






With validation of measurement, the proposed novel time domain convolution 
method is suitable to quantify the channel performance by calculating dWDP. It shows 
the advantage of less memory and time consumption compared to the frequency domain 
method or the traditional pulse response based convolution method.  
The step response used in the proposed method can be obtained from S-
parameters or directly from TDR/TDT measurement. Since VNA is considered as one of 
the most precise instruments in the world, the S-parameters method is more accurate than 
the TDR measurement. But the TDR/TDT method is potentially more useful in 
manufacturing floors where TDRs are commonly equipped rather than VNAs. 
 
2.6. CABLE CERTIFICATION TOOL 
The channel performance certification algorithms were integrated into a 
MATLAB based “Cable Certification Tool” for calculating SFP+ copper cable 
parameters. In the main window of the Cable Tool, the User Name, Options, Pattern 
Settings can be specified. The main window is shown in Figure 2.27.  
In  “Option” window, input data type, the WDPi calculation 
can be set (Figure 2.28).  
In  “Pattern Settings” window, data pattern, tr/tf, signal 
amplitude, samples/bit, etc. can be set (Figure 2.29).  
After the two settings above, the  “Add New Cable” 
button is enabled and cable under test can be added by importing S-parameters file 
(Figure 2.30) or step response file (Figure 2.31). A wizard for importing CSV files is 
shown in Figure 2.32 and a wizard for importing TXT files is shown in Figure 2.33.  
Multiple cables can be added in the tool. The  “Run” button is 
for certification of current active cable, and the  “Run All” button is for 




The  “Report” button is for generating a Matlab figure based 
table report for each cable added. Then a  “Generate Word 
Report” button is available in “Report” window for create a detailed word report 
(Figure 2.34).  
The  “Input Cables File” button and  “Save 
As Cables File” button in the main window is for saving or recalling a txt file that 
describes the cable information. This process simplifies the cable parameter input 











Figure 2.28. Options window for setting input data type and specify WDPi.  
 
 




Figure 2.30. Add a new cable by importing S-parameters.  
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